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The Dismissal
“To the Concluding Rites belong the
following…The Dismissal of the people by
the Deacon or the Priest, so that each
may go back to doing good works,
praising and blessing God”
- General Instruction of the Roman Missal #90
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The Dismissal
§ Is the end of the Liturgical Mass and the
beginning of the ”liturgy of the faithful”
§ It is intended to send the people forth with a
sense of urgency to do the will of God
§ Leaving before the Dismissal means missing
this commission to go forth to do something
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The Dismissal
§ There are exactly four dismissals
1. “Go in peace”
2. “Go in peace, glorifying the Lord by your life”
3. “Go and announce the Gospel of the Lord”
4. “Go forth, the mass is ended”
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What is in a Name
§ The word comes from the Latin word Missa which
means the dismissal of a group at the end of an
assembly
§ St. Isadore of Seville believed the name Missa or
Mass came about because at the start of the
Sacrifice the catechumens are “dismissed”
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Sacrosanctum Concilium
The Order of Mass is to be revised in a way that
will bring out more clearly the intrinsic nature
and purpose of its several parts, as also the
connection between them, and will more readily
achieve the devout, active participation of the
faithful.
- SC #50
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The Mass Today
§ There is a constant preoccupation with the
assembly, how they are addressed and how
they are to respond and participate
§ The “typical” or “normative” Mass has a
congregation present
§ Rubrics (meaning “red”) and liturgical books
used to go into finicky detail about clergy and
other ministers and ignored those attending
Mass, now include a focus on the faithful
§ This is to remind the clergy that they are to
look to the spiritual good of the faithful
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What would happen if everyone coming to
Mass felt that they were returning to
Church from having been sent on a
mission from God?
How do you think we would feel coming
to Mass again?
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The Penitential Rite
§ We turn to God and acknowledge our
sinfulness and prepare to receive the gift of
God in Word and Eucharist
§ We are asked to recall our sins – the Deacon
should pause so that can actually be done
§ We use one of the options:
• The Confiteor is “I confess to Almighty God…”
• The Penitential statements
• The Kyrie

§ The Priest gives absolution – cleaning us up a
little from the week before
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The Gloria
The Gloria gives praise and worship to God
It creates a festive and joyous spirit
It is normally sung (singing is praying twice)
It give exclusive praise to God and asks for his
mercy and forgiveness
§ It is a very old hymn of praise
§ The Gloria is excluded during Lent (and can be
excluded in Advent) which are times of
penitence
§
§
§
§
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The Collect or Opening Prayer
§ The priest says, “Let us pray” and there is
supposed to be a moment of silence
§ During that silence we should offer prayers to
God, for us, for others or for the world
§ The “Collect” is just that, it is a prayer that
‘collects’ the individual prayers of the faithful,
unites them with the prayers of the Church
and offers them to God
§ This reaffirms we are in communion with one
another – we are “collected together from our
separate lives”
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The Liturgy of the Word
§ It is an integral part of the celebration and
Christ himself is in the midst of the people
since “it is he himself who speaks when the
Holy Scriptures are read in the Church (SC #7)
§ The readings are constructed in specific
“cycles” so that by attendance at Mass, the
faithful will be instructed and hear the diverse
word of God that is in Scripture
§ They are to give instruction and advice on how
to live as a Christian – seeing how Jesus lived
is an example to us
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The Liturgy of the Word
§ There is a dynamic connection between the first
reading, the psalm and the Gospel
§ Frequently all readings have a common theme
§ Lectors proclaim the first and second readings –
despite who is proclaiming the Word – it is Christ
proclaiming through his minister
§ The Responsorial Psalm means active participation
§ The Alleluia frames the Gospel, it is sung or
omitted
§ The Gospel is proclaimed by the Deacon or if not
present, by the Priest
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The Homily
§ The General Instruction reminds us that the
homily is “an integral part” of the liturgy
§ It should develop and explain the reading(s) or
some other text or the Mass of the day
§ It should be a bridge between the mystery
being celebrated and our daily lives
§ It is strongly encouraged on all other days
“Enough with these interminable, boring
homilies of which nothing can be
understood“
- Pope Francis, Oct 4, 2013
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The Profession of Faith
§ It is also called the Creed from Credo meaning
“I Believe”
§ It calls to mind our baptism and the acceptance of
God’s Word as a condition for receiving the
Sacrament
§ It expresses a personal adherence to the faith
contained in the Church’s Deposit of Faith
§ It is said or sung only on Sundays or Solemnities
§ The profession of our baptismal promises at the
Easter Vigil and other times replaces the Creed
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General Intercessions or
Prayer of the Faithful
§ The GIRM says the Prayer of the Faithful is the
reality of the people “Exercising their priestly
function to intercede for all of humanity.”
§ They were missing from the liturgy for 14
centuries – from about the 6th to the 20th
§ They are generally said by the Deacon – since
he is a cleric living in the secular world
§ They are intended to be universal, not personal
§ They take on a four part scheme: The Church;
those in government; those who are afflicted;
the local community
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How do the scriptures help prepare us for
our mission to Go Make Disciples?
Do you listen to them or read them?
What do you think is intended by the
Church?
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The Preparation of the Gifts
§ The Gifts that are received are a reflection of
the faithful themselves
§ The developing world often has two
presentations
§ The gifts are always received by the priest
• Given by the people of God
• Given to God who is represented in the person of the
priest

§ The bread and wine are actually ‘provided’ by
the faithful
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The Eucharistic Prayer
§ Can only be said by the priest
§ Recalls what happened at the last supper –
Anamnesis
§ The priest changes from the third person to
the first person and speaks as if Christ himself
were standing holding the host
§ The epiclesis – calling down of the Holy Spirit
§ Consecration – when the exact words of Christ
are spoken over the bread and wine
§ The material of bread and wine are actually
changed into the Body and Blood of Jesus
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The Eucharistic Prayer
§ Memorial Acclimation
• Participation by the faithful in the prayer
• Statement of a specific mystery in our faith

§ Intercessions
• Pray for the clergy
• Pray for those who make the offering (who the Mass is
for)
• Pray for the faithful (Church throughout the world)
• All people
• The living and dead, visible and invisible (III)
• Pray all of these will gain an inheritance with Mary,
Joseph, the Saints and Martyrs
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The Communion Rite
§ Our Father – prayer taught by Jesus – perfect
prayer
§ Sign of Peace – peace between us prior to
receiving the Body and Blood of Christ
§ Fraction - “May this mingling of the Body and
Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ bring eternal life
to us who receive it”
§ Agnus Dei is said or sung
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What is the “Work of Human Hands”
that each of us offers to God?
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The Communion Rite
§ Immediate Preparation for Communion –
“Behold the Lamb of God…”
§ Communion – we become what we are
consuming; Jesus himself
§ After Communion
• Purification of the Sacred Vessels
• Silent Prayer

§ Prayer after Communion
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Concluding Rites
§ Announcements
§ Celebrant’s greeting “The Lord be with you…”
§ Blessing
• Simple
• Solemn

§ Deacon’s dismissal takes place
§ “Thanks be to God” is in line with a
“Eucharistic Celebration”
§ Also thanks for feeding and sustaining us
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